
Echoes of modernism for this armchair marked by the juxtaposition of the padding of the seat and the 
linearity of the laminated wood backrest, an eterea parabolic shape continues through the entire piece into 
the back feet. A comfortable but informal seat, and also a useful element in any room. Structure in solid oak 
wood in the various Molteni&C range.

MDT 2005
CLIPPER —

This symbol shows that the product has removable upholstery. Only qualified personnel can remove 
the upholstery of some of our products. If this information is pertinent, it will be included in the 
warnings section.

This symbol shows that the product is available on request in a fire resistant version that complies with 
the standards BS 5852 and TB 117-2013.
The buyer is responsible for checking to make sure that the product is suitable and compliant with the 
requirements for the designated use and the current applicable laws and standards for the destination 
and use of the product.
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STRUCTURE AND BACK FINISHES
grey oak - black oak

FINISHES

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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STRUCTURE
Solid oak (Quercus). Non-slip felt footpads.

SEAT
Plywood internal structure with elastic straps padded with shaped, differentiated-density foam polyurethane. 
Light velvet cover.

REMOVABLE OUTER COVERS
See attached card, specific for each cover.

DIMENSIONS

STRUCTURE

SEAT

armchair
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CP1

39 15
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AVAILABLE IN FIRE-RESISTANT 
VERSION TB117 AND BS5852
 

CP1       

gross weight kg. volume mc. packagescode

18 0,373 1


